
Ending punctuation 
 
Grade 2 Punctuation Worksheet 
 
 

Write sentences with a period (.), question mark (?) and 
exclamation (!). 
 

1. o’clock  /   four  /   is   /  already  /   it 

 

Statement: ___It is already four o’clock._____ _____            ___ 

Question:  ___Is it already four o’clock?___                         ___ 

Exclamation: _ It is already four o’clock!____   ____            ____ 
 

2. dinner   /   having   /  we  /   spaghetti   /  are   /  for 

 

Statement: ________________________________________  

Question:  ________________________________________  

Exclamation: _______________________________________ 
 

3. more   /  chips  /   are   /   there  /  in   /  bag   /  the 

 

Statement: ________________________________________ 

Question: _________________________________________ 

Exclamation: _______________________________________ 
  

4. on   /  the   /   cat   /   perched  /  is   /  sofa   /  the 

 

Statement: _________________________________ 

Question: ___________________________________ 

Exclamation: _________________________________ 
 

5. there   /  answer   /  good   /   is   /  than   /  one   /  more 

 

Statement: ________________________________________ 

Question: _________________________________________ 

Exclamation: _______________________________________ 
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Grade 2 Punctuation Worksheet 
 
 

 

Answers 
 

1. o’clock  /   four  /   is   /  already  /   it 

 

Statement: ___It is already four o’clock.____ 

Question:  _Is it already four o’clock? ___ 

Exclamation: _ It is already four o’clock! ____ 

 

2. dinner   /   having   /  we  /   spaghetti   /  are   /  for 

 

Statement: ___We are having spaghetti for dinner.___ 

Question:  __Are we having spaghetti for dinner? __  

Exclamation: __ We are having spaghetti for dinner! ___ 

 

3. more   /  chips  /   are   /   there  /  in   /  bag   /  the 

 

Statement: ___There are more chips in the bag.___ 

Question: ____Are there more chips in the bag? ___ 

Exclamation: __ There are more chips in the bag!  __ 

  

4. on   /  the   /   cat   /   perched  /  is   /  sofa   /  the 

 

Statement: ___The cat is perched on the sofa.__       _  

Question: ____Is the cat perched on the sofa? _______ 

Exclamation: __ The cat is perched on the sofa! __     _ 

 

5. there   /  answer   /  good   /   is   /  than   /  one   /  more 

 

Statement: ___There is more than one good answer.       _  

Question: ____Is there more than one good answer?____ 

Exclamation: __ There is more than one good answer!_     _ 
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